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	Title: Experimenting with Lilies
	Author: By Jeanne Rose, UC Master Gardener
	Page 1: Today's lilies have been developed from the genetics of lilies gathered by nomads thousands of years ago. The Greeks and Romans admired their beauty and several legends revolve around the lily flower. I too, think that lilies are gorgeous and have learned a few things from trying to grow them.  It is relatively easy to care for them so that they bloom year after year. The Lily Family can be divided into different divisions.  The official classification of lilies lists eight divisions of hybrids and a ninth division o species.  Some of the main groups that are available to us in the west are Asiatic Hybrids, Oriental Hybrids, Aurelian Hybrids, Interdivisional Hybrids and then there are individual species such as the Easter Lily, Coral Lily, Turk’s Cap Lily, Leopard Lily, and Tiger Lily, etc. The key to growing lilies is to keep their roots cool and their tops in moderate sun.  They need deep, loose, well-drained, fertile soil.  If your soil is heavy clay, then plant in raised beds or in containers.  Lilies make fine container plants.  Gophers love lily bulbs and each year I have some gophers take up residence in my yard.  Several years ago I planted some lily bulbs and, just about the time they were showing good growth, the plants began disappearing one by one.  Upon closer inspection, I found that a gopher had eaten its way through the entire planting.  I gave up on lilies at that time.  Then last year, because of all the gorgeous pictures in the catalogs, I decided to try again with one variety of LA Hybrid lilies, this time growing them in pots.The LA Hybrid lily is a cross between the Easter lily and the Asiatic Hybrids.  These plants grow quickly to 3-4 feet, bloom early and make great cut flowers.  The blooms face upwards rather than nod downward.  They have a reputation for performing well in Southern California.  Growing in Containers.  For my first experience with growing lilies in pots I bought a commercial potting mix.  I used the mix just as it came from the bag, planted some of the LA hybrid lily bulbs at the same depth as recommended for planting in the ground, and watered them once a week until water began running out of the drain holes.  The plants grew well and produced gorgeous large pink blossoms.  After the foliage turned brown, I removed the tops, carefully removed the bulbs, put them in a plastic bag, and stored them in the vegetable bin of the fridge until fall planting time.If you grow lilies in the ground then here are a few tips.  Flooding or drip irrigation is preferable to overhead watering, just don’t rot the bulb.  Sprinklers spread disease spores and topple over tall stems.  Remove the faded flowers to prevent seed formation.  
	Page 2: Wait until the foliage turns yellow and dries before cutting it back, so that the carbohydrates can move back into the bulb.   If clumps become too large and crowded, dig, divide, and transplant them in the fall.  If you’re careful you can lift lily clumps at any time, even when they are in bloom.  Buy bulbs from a trusted, proven source.    I was so pleased with the LA hybrids that I decided to try Asiatic, Oriental, Oriental Trumpet Hybrid (Orienpet or OT) and, yes, more of the LA Hybrids - in a variety of colors.  Once again last fall I used a soil-less potting mix to which I added a bit of balanced fertilizer and also a bit of perlite to prevent soil compaction and to aid in drainage.  All of the lilies began poking through the mix within a few weeks and most developed into strong, healthy-looking plants.The LA Hybrids were the earliest to bloom, with the first blossoms opening in mid-May.  These were followed by the Orientals (Memorial Weekend), Orienpet  or OT Hybrids the second week of June.  The last to bloom were the Asiatics which opened their first blooms during the third week of June.  The Asiatic bulbs arrived after the others had been planted, and this may have affected the bloom time slightly.    Even though all the lilies were planted at the same time and grown on the patio, they don’t all bloom at the same time.  Each type of lily has its particular bloom season.  I also noticed that the bulbs of the LA Hybrids were no larger than any of the others, but they produced more blooms per bulb than the other types.  Some of the bulbs (Orientals and Orienpets) only produced one to three blooms each (some absolutely huge) the first year, the LA Hybrids produced eight to ten or more large blooms.  I have read that the Oriental lily bulbs grow larger and produce more blooms per bulb each year.  That may also be true of the other types too; I expect to find out next year. 
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